CD PACKAGE COMPONENTS
Inset Cover

Richard Broadbent requested a CD package design that
would use his own and other photographs supplied in
advance, all of which were fine, except for the best one,
a B&W shot which I converted to a CMYK quadtone
(see second page of this pdf) for use in this simple
package which included a10-page 4/1 color insert and a

All of the inside panels of the 10-page insert, and
three of the outside panles were printed in black
on white stock, with Richard’s photography inset
for interest and some variety.

Inside & Outside of Traycard

4/4 traycard in a jewel case.
The components of Richard’s CD package were
very simple in appearance, and played up the
historic nature of the title song which induced
me to use conventional complimentary
typefaces for the titles and the text.

Lyric Insert

On-CD Art: A simple 3 color treatment –
Pantone blue with black on a white field to
accentuate the grayscale photo originally
supplied (see page 2 of this pdf).

The back panel of insert was printed in CMYK
using photgraphs of the musicians and the last
panel served as the cover when folded and
slipped into the jewelcase.

PHOTO MANIPULATION

BEFORE: Black & White photo supplied, converted to a grayscale digital photograph.

Richard Broadbent supplied a few very nice but totally inadequate color photographs as
possible candidates for the cover. He also supplied me with this very good black and white
version which I thought could work, but only if converted to a quadtone... and so I asked him to
send me a better digital photograph in the highest resolution possible, which I would
manipulate and colorize...

AFTER: The same photograph after color has been digitally applied.

After getting Richard’s blessing, I proceeded to colorize the photograph digitally using Photoshop.
After some hours of painstaking work, beginning with conversion to a basic quadtone (which looks like
a black and white photo in appearance), I proceeded to work with each CMYK layer gradually adding
and subtracting color, taking great pains to make certain that all edges were soft, until the final version
was successfully accomplished.

